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New gentle self-service car wash option
from Kärcher - Contact-free cleanliness
Kärcher is bringing a new system for contact-free self-service car washes to the market.
The system consists of a 3-in-1 lance and the RM 838 foam cleaner. With the new
combination washing tool, the customer can conveniently carry out all the steps of self-
service cleaning: pre-cleaning, foam application and high-pressure wash and care.

Particularly sensitive car paintwork is gently yet
thoroughly cleaned in combination with the new
Kärcher RM 838 foam cleaner – even in places that
cannot be reached with a brush. The contact-free
wash is also suitable for matte paints and is
especially recommended for fastidious customers
who regularly clean their car at self-service
stations.

For multi-bay systems, operators can tailor their service range entirely to customers' different needs
with this self-service car wash option, and can now offer wash bays both for contact-free car washing
and with brushes. If operators make a complete switch to contact-free car washes, they then only
have to purchase a wash tool and provide servicing, which gives them a cost advantage. In addition, a
tidy environment is attractive to the customer.

When used in contact-free car washes, the new RM 838 foam cleaner removes even stubborn grease-
or oil-based dirt. It is sprayed onto the car as a foam with the new 3-in-1 lance. After a contact time of
one minute, it is rinsed off with the same lance in high-pressure mode. The cleaning agent leaves the
car smelling fresh and is certified (class A) by the German Association of the Automotive Industry
(VDA).
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